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EURABIA: STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES
Europe is no longer Europe, it is 'Eurabia' -Oriana Fallaci 1 Europe is transforming into Eurabia -a "cultural and political appendage of the Arab/Muslim world that is fundamentally anti-Christian, anti-Western, anti-American, and anti-Semitic." 
This paper argues that the transformation of Europe into Eurabia will challenge
America's relationship with Europe on two levels. The first is at its core -at the level of shared values and common interests. Changes to European demographics will alter the values base of Europe putting common interests based on those values at risk. The second is on the geo-political level. The fulfillment of Eurabian geo-political aspirations will put Europe, as a political entity, in a position to take a more independent path on the international stage and to directly challenge the United States. The end result will be that the United States will either accept a relationship with Europe that is more like the one it has with its Middle Eastern and other Muslim allies, or it will have to find new partners.
Background
There are two key conditions that created Eurabia: first, European -specifically French -strategic maneuvering to restore its influence and to balance the power of the United States post World War II; and second, European response to the oil and gas crisis of the early 1970s. While these conditions are primarily political and economic endeavors, the results have created the institutions and policies that have affected Europe on the social and cultural level as well, especially when combined with the impact of changing demographics in Europe.
Bat Ye'or describes post World War II -era actions taken by France and its Gaullist practitioners of realpolitik to restore France's influence and prestige as "two convergent policies, which they hoped to implement both in Europe and in the Arab- The jizya has been traditionally interpreted, in both literature and in practice, to indicate the symbolic expression of humiliation and subordination of the dhimmi.
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If the Americans agree to our conditions: leave Muslim nations, stop supporting Israel, stop supporting oppressive regimes in the region, and stop killing Muslims and release prisoners. If they met these conditions we would offer a long truce, say ten years. Then we will ask them to become Muslims and if they refuse, we will impose the Jizyeh or tax. And if they refuse we will fight them. This is our view of peace and we don't think they will agree, so we should prepare for the fight. 22 As stated earlier, staking too much on the precision of the predictions is ill-advised, but the trends show that European Muslim population increases are outpacing the rise in total population of the corresponding country; therefore, it is an inescapable conclusion that Muslim populations will make up an increasing percentage of the population for several decades to come. European values and the degree to which they impact or shape future European national interests is the concern.
Eurabia -Impacts and Consequences for Europe
The Europe of today is different than the Europe of two centuries ago. The ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus once said that "change alone is unchanging." 26 All societies change and Europe is no different. The changes that have taken place over the past fifty years might be considered evolutionary rather than revolutionary;
considering that the change that has occurred in Europe has come about through an advancement or maturation of already held values and beliefs. However, the immigration and demographic forces acting on Europe today will inevitably cause a more dramatic change; both culturally and politically. women contend that the head cover is the outward expression of the subjugation of women -while those who disagree maintain that it is a matter of choice and religious expression. But the more serious condemnation comes from those who see Shari'a law (discussed below) as codifying discrimination against women. Indeed, in some Muslim countries where shari'a is part of the judicial system, special amendments to law have been enacted to protect woman against those aspects of shari'a that are especially detrimental to women's rights. 29 In the context of the examination of Europe and Eurabia and the effects of the latter, the rule of law is closely aligned with the premise that laws are of man and not of Dissuading Europeans from linking terrorism with the radical ideals of the Islamists is a victory for the Islamists and the Eurabians.
The concern with many Americans on the importance of sharing the same perception of the threat is that they believe if you don't correctly identify your enemy, then you can't defeat it. The
European reluctance toward identifying Islamic terrorism as such demonstrates the effect of Eurabia. has to be at the center of whatever initiative is in the field…any idea about reform of nations would have to be in parallel with putting a priority on the resolution of the peace process, otherwise it will be very difficult to have success." 71 Chirac are highlighted for their opposition to the Iraq war, espousing multi-polarity and their desire to constrain U.S. power.
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The second two criteria correlate quite well with the Eurabian examination. The structural drivers section discusses the maturation of the EU, addition of new member states, and the need for new mechanisms to address foreign policy and defense issues.
Written prior to the EU passing and implementing the Lisbon Treaty, the report specifically addresses assertions by treaty advocates that the treaty will allow the EU to speak with one voice on foreign and security policy issues. As one of the two legs of the French policy that gave rise to Eurabia -that of unifying Europe -the treaty brings this policy objective closer to realization.
Their positions are very reflective of de Gaulle's policy mentioned earlier.
The final criteria discussed is diverging interests and values. This is particularly interesting since it is at the heart of the concern with Europe transforming to Eurabia. power and influence, the United States is no longer dealing with a Europe it has long understood. The Europe that is emerging is better defined as "Eurabia".
United States' policy makers and strategic planners have to consider that in Eurabia, key partners once considered reliable allies on many issues may no longer be willing to take the American side or position. The United States will have to accept a
